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drains means that my place floods. Each time I have to get my carpet dried,
mildew forms and causes more issues I should not have to live this way. I am
lucky that the Association has paid to fix the issues but the problem comes about
because of the defective workmanship that has resulted in these problems. The
village is over 38 years old the draining system is to old especially as it is out
dated plumbing system, the system needs to be renewed surely this is an Owner
responsibility as the system is unable to handle the flow of water flowing through
with all the development around the village.
Power boxes/Meter Boxes – Contract ambiguity
For many years the corporate owner wold no replace the power box/met boxes in
the village. The Village is 38 years old. We have seen many fires within the
panels residents are expected to pay out of their levy to replace. It escalated
then SP AUSNET issued a defect notice and that meant that the power to the
village was to be switched off. The village was set to pay to remedy this and the
Committee had to fight to get the Corporate Owner to pay by threatening them
with VCAT. The Owner hid behind its ambiguous contract and taking the view it
wasn’t their responsibility. The Owner has now paid to repair but not before
legal/consultancy costs were incurred by the village.
An Ombudsman would have been able to help a resolve the matter in a timely
manner without the need for legal costs paid to force the Owner to do what it is
legally required to do.
Roads – Contract ambiguity
It is up the village and us as residents to keep the roads repaired in the Village.
Replacement Assets re the Owners Responsibility as residents in villages like this
are the tenants. Why does the Association and residents have to go to such
elaborate measures to get the Owner to do what it is require to do. The
Committee were told by Council it had to build a roundabout in the village the
owner refused to pay so the village incurred the cost of constructing a makeshift
roundabout to satisfy the council request. It was an eyesore but effective and
had the desired effect of getting the owner to fix and redo the section. An
ombudsman would have been able to resolve this matter without the wasting
money. Most of us are on fixed incomes money is important and waste is
unacceptable.
Telstra Pit– Contract ambiguity
If I lived on in a residential area Telstra would attend to the repairs or issues in
the pit, at their cost, alas we are not we are in a retirement village so Telstra’s
reply is it is private property and we must engage one of their qualified Telstra
Contractors and pay for it. I’m not in a gated Community Im on what amounts to
a residential block I am disadvantaged by this line in the sand when it comes to
services we have an emergency call system it is important that the pits are in
good walking order otherwise there will be a death. The outcome is I can’t get
the Manager to call and get the issue resolved I have to make the call to restore
phone. An ombudsman would be able to get Telstra to do what they should do.
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